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The decrease of psychophysical detection thresholds as a function of pulse rate for a fixed-duration

electrical pulse train is referred to as multipulse integration (MPI). The MPI slopes correlate with

anatomical and physiological indices of cochlear health in guinea pigs with cochlear implants. The

aim of the current study was to assess whether the MPI slopes were related to the spatial spread of

activation by electrical stimulation. The hypothesis was that MPI is dependent on the total number

of excitable neurons at the stimulation site, with broader neural excitation producing a steeper

threshold decrease as a function of stimulation rate. MPI functions were measured at all stimulation

sites in 22-site electrode arrays in human subjects. Some sites with steep MPI functions and other

sites with shallow functions were assessed for spatial spread of excitation at 900 pps using a

forward-masking paradigm. The results showed a correlation between the slopes of the forward-

masking functions and the steepness of MPI, with broader stimulation predicting greater integra-

tion. The results are consistent with the idea that integration of multiple pulses in a pulse train relies

on the number of excitable neurons at the stimulation site. VC 2016 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4962230]

[ICB] Pages: 1537–1547

I. INTRODUCTION

In pulsatile electrical stimulation with cochlear-implant

(CI) auditory prostheses, the temporal envelopes of the

speech signal in each of the multiple adjacent frequency

bands are coded by amplitude modulation of electrical pulse

trains. Detection of an electrical pulse train is dependent on

stimulation parameters such as pulse rate, phase duration,

duration of the stimulus, and electrode configuration.

Multipulse integration (MPI) in this context is defined as the

decrease of detection threshold for a fixed-duration pulse

train with the increase of stimulation rate.

For a fixed pulse-train duration, the number of pulses

increases as the stimulation rate increases. The integration of

multiple pulses in the pulse train, i.e., MPI, is quantified as

the slope of the threshold-versus-pulse-rate function. In both

guinea pig and human subjects with CIs, the MPI slope has

been observed to be shallower for pulse rates below 300

pulses per second (pps) than for higher pulse rates, and the

magnitude of MPI in this low-rate range was comparable to

that of temporal integration (Zhou et al., 2015). These find-

ings are consistent with the central temporal integration win-

dow having a size of approximately 3 ms corresponding to

300 pps (Viemeister and Wakefield, 1991; McKay et al.,

2013). MPI slopes became steeper for rates above 300 pps

and steeper again as the pulse rate exceeded 1000 pps, where

the residual cell-membrane partial-depolarization by sub-

threshold pulses is believed to facilitate neuronal activation

at a lower current level in response to the subsequent pulses

(Middlebrooks, 2004; Pfingst et al., 2011). Recent findings

using alternating polarity pulses however suggest alternative

mechanisms for rates above 1000 pps (Carlyon et al., 2015).

Several guinea pig studies have suggested that the abil-

ity to integrate multiple pulses is dependent on cochlear-

health variables such as the density of spiral ganglion cells

(SGNs) near the stimulation site, residual hair cells in the

corresponding frequency region, and the ensemble spontane-

ous activity of the participating neurons (Kang et al., 2010;

Pfingst et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2015). The MPI slope below

1000 pps as a whole and its very low (5–156 pps) and middle

rate (313–625 pps) segments each strongly correlates with

the cochlear health variables, with steeper slopes predicting

higher residual hair cell counts, higher SGN densities, and

higher ensemble spontaneous-activity levels (Zhou et al.,
2015). However, the correlation between MPI slopes in the

extremely low-rate range (�156 pps) and SGN density might

be related to loudness growth but not neural density per se,

because in this rate range, neural activity is unlikely to be

limited by refractoriness (McKay et al., 2003). In cases of

sparse neural survival, the current level required for reaching

thresholds for the low-rate stimuli would be high, whicha)Electronic mail: zhoun@ecu.edu
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could possibly result in an activation of the more densely

packed neurons in the internal auditory meatus or auditory

fibers with steep input–output (I/O) functions. A rapid

increase in neural excitation as a function of stimulus level

in these cases would predict shallow MPI slopes (McKay

et al., 2003). That is, to maintain threshold (i.e., a certain

amount of neural activity), the current level reduction

needed to compensate for an increase in stimulation rate

would be small, resulting in shallow MPI slopes. The fact

that the absolute detection thresholds at very low rates

(�156 pps) correlate with MPI slopes in guinea pig data are

consistent with this prediction (Zhou et al., 2015).

For higher rates (>156 pps), individual auditory nerve

fiber discharge rates are unlikely to follow the stimulation

rate because they can be temporally limited by their refrac-

tory properties or accommodation to sub-threshold pulses,

both leading to reduced neural excitability (Boulet et al.,
2016). If the auditory fibers are not spontaneously active due

to the absence of hair cells, at supra-threshold levels the

fibers would all tend to fire at the first pulse in the pulse train

and go into refractoriness in a synchronized fashion, result-

ing in an alternating high–low neural firing pattern to succes-

sive pulses in a high-rate stimulus (Wilson et al., 1997; Hu

et al., 2003; Hughes et al., 2012, 2014; Ramekers et al.,
2015). The steepness of MPI slopes, i.e., the rate of threshold

decrease, depends on the increase of neural activity in the

temporal integration window with the increasing pulse rate

at a fixed stimulus current level. High neural density might

offset the temporal constrains on the excitability of the single

fibers by activating more neurons that are not in a refractory

state, thus producing more neural activity as stimulation rate

increases. At a stimulation site with low SGN density, there

may not be enough neurons to be further recruited as rate

increases, consistent with the association of low SGN den-

sity and shallow MPI slopes in this rate range (Kang et al.,
2010; Pfingst et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2015). For rates above

1000 pps, partial depolarization on the single-neuron level is

thought to play a facilitative role in decreasing thresholds

(Middlebrooks, 2004). MPI slopes in this rate range are only

weakly correlated with the cochlear-health variables (Pfingst

et al., 2011). We speculate that charge interaction and poten-

tially other factors not necessarily affected by pathology

(Carlyon et al., 2015), might mask the relationship between

MPI slopes and neural survival at rates above 1000 pps.

In humans with CIs who do not have measurable residual

hearing, MPI slopes have been shown to vary with similar

magnitudes as those found in animals with a range of hair-

cell conditions, suggesting that hair cells are not essential for

MPI and that SGN density is more likely the anatomic vari-

able that is responsible for MPI slopes (Zhou et al., 2012;

Zhou and Pfingst, 2014). An important difference between

previously published studies in guinea pig and human sub-

jects with CIs is that the position of the electrodes with

respect to the modiolus was relatively constant in the guinea

pig experiments but varied considerably in the human sub-

jects. In the animal studies cited above, the apical end of the

electrode array, where the primary test electrode was located,

typically filled much of the scala tympani space, allowing lit-

tle variation in the distance of electrodes from the modiolus.

In such situation the number of excitable neurons should be

strongly related to the local SGN density. However, if the

position of the electrodes with respect to the modiolus varies

from one electrode to the next, as it does in most human

implants, the number of excitable neurons could vary as a

function of both SGN density and the distance of the electro-

des from the neurons. If MPI is dependent on the number of

neurons activated, we hypothesize that steeper MPI slopes

would, in general, be expected at sites with broader neural

activation, assuming that there is reasonably consistent neural

density in the stimulated region. Information about the rela-

tionship between spread of activation and MPI slopes is

needed to help define the variables contributing to the varia-

tion in MPI slopes within and across human CI users.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects and hardware

Eight post-lingually deafened adult subjects participated

in the study. Six of the eight subjects were sequentially

implanted bilaterally. One of the six bilateral subjects (S99)

was tested in both ears. The tested ears were implanted

with the Nucleus
VR

CI24RE or CI512 devices (Cochlear

Corporation, Englewood, CO) and all were programmed

with an ACE speech-processing strategy using the 900 pps

default rate setting. None of the subjects had measurable

residual hearing in the tested ear or in the non-implanted ear

to the limits of the audiometer (150 Hz: 70 dB; 250 Hz:

90 dB; 500 Hz: 100 dB; 1000 Hz: 100 dB; 2000 Hz: 100 dB;

4000 Hz: 100 dB; and 8000 Hz: 80 dB). The demographic

data for the nine tested ears are shown in Table I. The use of

human subjects for this study was reviewed and approved by

the University of Michigan Medical School Institutional

Review Board and the East Carolina University Institutional

Review Board.

B. Psychophysical testing

Laboratory-owned Nucleus
VR

Freedom processors

(Cochlear Corporation, Englewood, CO) were used for the

psychophysical tests. The stimuli were delivered through

MATLAB programs that communicated with the NIC II

research interface. All stimuli were trains of symmetric

biphasic pulses with a phase duration of 25 ls and an inter-

phase interval of 8 ls. Stimuli were presented in a monopolar

(MP 1þ2) electrode configuration.

1. Measuring MPI slopes

For each tested ear, psychophysical detection thresholds

were measured for 2 pulse rates (80 and 640 pps) at a fixed

pulse-train duration of 250 ms. All available sites in the sub-

jects’ electrodes arrays were tested; sites turned off in the

clinical processor map were not tested. Subjects were

instructed to use the method of adjustment to find the lowest

level at which the stimulus was detectable. Three sets of but-

tons in a graphic user interface were available on the com-

puter screen, allowing up and down changes in 25, 5, and 1

clinical level unit (CLU). Subjects were instructed to raise

the level of the stimulus to a level that produced loudness
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that the subject could confidently detect and then decrease it

close to a barely detectable level. This was done to avoid

confusion between possible tinnitus percepts and the actual

stimulus. For each pulse rate, two thresholds were estimated

and the average was taken. The averaged thresholds from

two repetitions were first converted from CLU to dB re 1 mA

and MPI slopes were quantified in dB per doubling of pulse

rate. Of all the MPI slopes measured, the two stimulation

sites with relatively steep and shallow MPIs were further

assessed for spatial selectivity of neural excitation. For three

subjects (S60R, S89R, and S69L), two sets of steep and shal-

low MPI sites (four sites total) were chosen. The MPI slopes

obtained from the two-rate, method-of-adjustment protocol

used in this experiment were similar to those derived using

more rates and adaptive procedures on the same electrodes in

a study reported previously (Zhou et al., 2015).

For the chosen stimulation sites, we also estimated the

distance between the electrode and the modiolus based on

the average electrode-modiolus distance as a function of

electrode number from Long and colleagues (2014, 2015).

The electrode array used by the subjects receiving computed

tomography (CT) scans by Long and colleagues (2014,

2015) was the same type as that used by our subjects.

2. Measuring spread of neural excitation

The chosen stimulation sites were evaluated for spatial

selectivity of neural excitation using a forward-masking par-

adigm. If the masker and probe electrodes stimulate overlap-

ping neural populations, the masker that is presented

forward in time will cause some neurons in the population

normally stimulated by the probe to enter a refractory period,

thus elevating the threshold for detecting the probe stimulus.

Forward masking generally diminishes as the spatial distance

between the masker and probe increases (e.g., Azadpour

et al., 2013). The masker used in the experiment was 300 ms

long, followed by a 10 ms gap, and a 20 ms probe. A pulse

rate of 900 pps was used. The position of the probe was fixed

while the position of the masker was varied from 2.25 mm

apical to the probe to 2.25 mm basal to the probe, in steps of

0.75 mm (electrodes were spaced at 0.75 mm intervals). This

included a condition in which the masker and probe were

delivered to the same electrode (0 mm interval). The level of

each of the maskers was determined by loudness-balancing

the masker to 50% of the dynamic range (DR) of the probe.

Threshold of the probe was measured first without a masker

using a 3-alternative forced choice (3AFC) procedure, and

with a randomly positioned masker within the designated

tonotopic locations using a 3AFC procedure. The subjects

were instructed to identify the one interval that sounded dif-

ferent than the other two, i.e., sound with a chirp in the end.

The masker level remained constant, while the probe level

started at 50% DR and adapted using a 2-down 1-up crite-

rion. The step size was 10 CLU for the first reversal, 5 CLU

for the second, 2 CLU for the third, and 1 CLU for the rest

of the 9 reversals. The probe levels at the last six reversals

were averaged and taken as the threshold. Forward masking

was quantified as the amount of threshold elevation of the

probe (in dB) in the presence of a masker and plotted as a

function of probe-masker distance. The forward-masking

function was then divided by the threshold elevation at 0 mm

(peak masking) to remove the factor of forward-masking

recovery at 10 ms at the probe site such that the slope of the

forward-masking function reflected spatial selectivity of neu-

ral excitation alone (McKay, 2012). The forward-masking

slopes were calculated for the basal and apical sides of the

function and were averaged. In cases where the probe was at

the very end of the electrode array, such that the maskers

were only placed in one direction to the probe, one forward-

masking slope was calculated.

III. RESULTS

Psychophysical detection thresholds measured for the

two stimulation rates are shown in Fig. 1. Slopes of the MPI

functions are shown in Fig. 2. MPI varied considerably

across the electrode array for most ears tested. Integration

was typically greatest in the middle of the array. Two stimu-

lation sites indicated by circles were further assessed for spa-

tial selectivity of neural excitation: one with relatively steep

MPI and one with shallow MPI. Notice that for S60R, S89R,

and S69L, an additional set of stimulation sites with the

steep and shallow MPI were tested for forward-masking

(indicated by squares).

The raw forward-masking functions with masked and

non-masked probe thresholds are shown in Fig. 3. The nor-

malized forward-masking functions (where each data point

was divided by the magnitude of forward-masking at 0 mm)

are shown in Fig. 4. The masking functions, particularly

those with steep slopes, were not always linear and in a few

TABLE I. Subject demographics.

Subject Ear Gender Age (yrs) CI use (yrs) Duration of deafnessa (yrs) Implant type Etiology

S60 R M 71.4 2.2 6.2 CI24RE(CA) Progressive

S81 L F 59.8 5.2 2.5 CI24RE(CA) Progressive

S89 L M 66.4 2.3 64.1 CI24RE(CA) Hereditary

S69 R M 70.8 1.6 9.2 CI512 Noise exposure

S88 L M 60.0 2.2 4.5 CI24RE(CA) Progressive

S93 L F 64.0 6.0 26.0 CI24RE(CA) Progressive

S94 R F 71.5 7.8 11.5 CI24RE(CA) Unknown

S99 L F 48.0 1.6 41.5 CI24RE(CA) Hereditary

S99 R F 48.0 1.5 41.5 CI24RE(CA) Hereditary

aEstimated duration of deafness prior to implantation.
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cases they were even non-monotonic. Forward masking,

usually, but not always, gradually decayed as the distance

of the masker from the probe increased. A general trend

observed with the masking pattern was that the site with

steeper MPI slopes showed broader neural excitation than

the shallower-MPI site, except for case S93L, and one of

the sets of sites in case of S60R (S60R set2). With data

pooled across cases, a negative correlation between the

MPI slopes and the forward-masking slopes was found

(Fig. 5), with broader masking functions predicting steeper

MPI slopes [r (23)¼�0.83, p< 0.001]. A univariate general

linear model indicated that the slopes of the forward-masking

function significantly accounted for the between-electrode

variance in the MPI slopes [F (1)¼ 57.24, p< 0.001], but did

not account for the between-subject variance in the MPI

slopes [F (7)¼ 1.335, p< 0.301].

The masker levels were loudness balanced and therefore

were different in magnitude across stimulation sites. On

average, the absolute masker current levels varied across

stimulation sites with a standard deviation of 0.84 dB (�5

CLU). If the absolute masker level at 0 mm was considerably

higher at one probe location than another, peak masking at

0 mm could be greater at the probe site with the higher

maker level. If the masking strength is comparable at the dis-

tant sites, the increased peak masking might artificially

increase the sharpness of the masking functions. To deter-

mine the effect of variation in masker levels, the masker lev-

els at 0 mm were compared between the sites with steep

MPIs and those with shallow MPIs. A correlational analysis

was also performed for the masker levels at 0 mm and the

slopes of the masking functions. The absolute masking levels

at 0 mm were not significantly different between the stimula-

tion sites with steep MPI slopes and those with shallow MPI

slopes [t (11)¼�0.97, p¼ 0.35]. Also, the masking levels at

0 mm were not correlated with the slopes of the masking

functions [r (23)¼�0.34, p> 0.05].

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the slopes of

the masking functions and the electrode-modiolus distances

of the corresponding stimulation sites estimated based on the

average electrode to modiolus distance found in CT studies

by Long and colleagues (2014, 2015). In the data from Long

and colleagues, the high-resolution CT scans revealed a pat-

tern from the base to apex in the CI24RE users, where the

very basal electrodes (electrodes 1 and 2) were, on average,

far from the modiolus, followed by a sharp decrease in dis-

tance around electrode 4, a gradual increase in distance that

peaked around electrode 10, and then a gradual decrease in

distance toward the apex. The stimulation sites tested here

were assigned with estimated distance values based on elec-

trode numbers of the stimulation sites. The correlation

FIG. 1. Psychophysical detection thresholds measured for two stimulation rates across the electrode array. The error bars represent the range of the data (high

and low thresholds). The stimulation sites chosen to be tested for spatial selectivity are indicated by circles. A second pair of electrodes was chosen for three

subjects and is indicated by squares.
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between the estimated distances from the electrodes to the

modiolus and the slopes of the masking functions was mar-

ginally significant [r (11)¼ 0.39, p¼ 0.06]. Three stimula-

tion sites (S69R, Site 8; S60R, Site 8; and S93L, Site 12)

were estimated to have far distances but were measured to

have moderately good spatial selectivity. It is possible that the

three stimulation sites were at tonotopic locations that were

more basal than what are typical for these electrode numbers;

particularly for S93L, who had four basal electrodes deacti-

vated, likely due to a shallow insertion. With S93L removed,

the estimated distances agreed well with the psychophysically

measured spatial selectivity as suggested by the significant

linear fit [r (11)¼ 0.45, p¼ 0.02]. On average, the steep-MPI

stimulation sites were estimated to have significantly greater

electrode-modiolus distances than the shallow-MPI stimula-

tion sites [t (11)¼ 2.25, p< 0.05] (Fig. 6).

The relationship between the detection thresholds at the

two tested rates and the slopes of the masking functions was

also examined. Figure 7 shows that the detection thresholds

at 80 pps were positively correlated with the slopes of the

masking functions, with higher thresholds predicting broader

spread of neural excitation [r (23)¼ 0.7, p< 0.001], whereas

there was no relationship between the detection thresholds at

640 pps and the slopes of the masking functions [r (23)

¼ 0.19, p¼ 0.36]. Results of a univariate general linear model

indicated that the 80-pps thresholds significantly accounted

for both the between-electrode [F (1)¼ 112.31, p< 0.001]

and between-subject variance [F (7)¼ 7.87, p< 0.001] in the

slopes of the masking functions.

IV. DISCUSSION

MPI is a psychophysical correlate of neural health in

guinea pigs with CIs (Kang et al., 2010; Pfingst et al., 2011;

Zhou et al., 2015). In these studies, steepness of the MPI

functions correlated with the density of SGNs near the stim-

ulation site, but other cochlear health variables, such as hair

cell survival and the level of spontaneous activity in the

fibers, co-varied with the SGNs and could also have contrib-

uted to the MPI slopes. Interestingly, in many human sub-

jects where MPI varies across stimulation sites, there was no

measurable residual hearing. Thus there were presumably no

hair cells and no spontaneous activity in the auditory fibers

in the electrically stimulated frequency regions (Zhou et al.,
2012, 2015; Zhou and Pfingst, 2014 and this study) sugges-

ting that hair cells are not required for MPI.

The present study aimed to further test the hypothesis

that MPI slopes are dependent on the number of excitable

neurons at the stimulation site. This was done by assessing

MPI slopes as a function of spread of neural excitation for

high pulse rate stimuli (900vpps) as determined by forward-

masking functions. In human subjects with CIs, the medial-

lateral position of the electrodes in the scala tympani varies

as a function of length along the electrode array, whereas in

FIG. 2. MPI slopes as a function of stimulation site. Stimulation sites chosen to be further tested for forward-masking are indicated by circles. A second pair

of electrodes was chosen for three subjects and is indicated by squares.
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the above cited animal studies the position of the electrode

was fairly constant. Electrodes that are further from the mod-

iolus can potentially activate a larger population of neurons

thus introducing a new way to determine the relationship

between the number of active neurons and MPI functions.

The results of the current study indicate that more integra-

tion, i.e., steep MPI slopes was associated with broad neural

excitation, and less integration, i.e., shallow MPI slopes, was

associated with spatially restricted neural excitation.

A. Slopes of the forward-masking functions

The forward-masking functions with a fixed-position

probe and maskers at various places surrounding the probe

exhibited characteristics of nonlinearity in some cases and

non-monotonicity in rare cases. That is, in some cases

forward-masking did not gradually decay as a function of

probe-masker distance (e.g., Fig. 3, S88L) or was sometimes

higher in the presence of a more-remote masker than a less-

remote one (e.g., Fig. 3, S89L set2). This could possibly

reflect uneven neural survival or irregularities in the current

field among the masker sites. Note that for measuring each

masking function, the level of all maskers was adjusted to

equate to a designated loudness (as in McKay, 2012). For a

masker site that has sparse neural survival, the masker proba-

bly needs to produce excitation away from its physical loca-

tion to achieve the required loudness, thus the masker would

produce more masking at the probe site compared to the situ-

ation if the masker produces excitation close to its physical

location (Cosentino et al., 2015). Using loudness balanced

FIG. 3. Non- and forward-masked detection thresholds at the probe stimulation sites. The filled triangles indicate non-masked probe thresholds and the open

triangles indicate probe thresholds in the presence of a forward masker that was placed basal to, at, or apical to the probe location (from left to right). The up-

pointing triangles represent data measured at stimulation sites with the steep MPI, whereas the down-pointing triangles represent data measured at stimulation

sites with the shallow MPI. Note that the number of masker sites was limited in cases where the probe site was close to either end of the electrode array. The

conditions left to 0 mm in the figure were masker sites basal to the probe site.
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maskers, the condition of the masker sites could add noise to

the slope of the masking functions as a measure for spread of

neural excitation, but this confounding factor probably affected

the current data set minimally since the variation in the abso-

lute masker levels was small (standard deviation¼ 0.8 dB).

The absolute masker levels at the 0 mm location did not con-

tribute to the sharpness of the masking functions either. That

is, higher masker levels at the 0 mm position were not associ-

ated with sharper masking functions. A shift of masking peak

was sometimes observed with the relatively shallow masking

functions (S60R, set2 S69R, set2), with an off-site masker

being more effective than the masker placed on the same elec-

trode as the probe. This suggested that the probe signal pro-

duced more excitation on the adjacent masker site than the

probe site thus becoming more prone to the masking produced

by the off-site masker. Another factor that could affect the

sharpness of the masking function was the possible confusion

between the masker and probe when they were presented at

the same electrode. We know that temporal resolution varies

considerably across sites and ears (Garadat and Pfingst, 2011)

and 10 ms might not always be long enough to be perceived as

a gap. When the masker and the probe are of similar loudness,

likely at the beginning of the adaptive procedure, they could

be heard as a single sound (Neff, 1986). This confusion might

elevate the masked probe threshold, which would artificially

sharpen the masking function. A close examination of the raw

tracking data that showed the levels at which the reversals

occurred suggested that this potential confusion did not affect

the current data set.

B. Relationship between MPI and the masking
functions

Despite the possible noise in the masking functions, a

strong negative correlation was observed between the slopes

FIG. 4. Normalized forward-masking functions. The magnitude of forward-masking (masked minus non-masked thresholds) was normalized by dividing each

data point by the magnitude of masking at 0 mm. The up-pointing triangles indicate data measured at the stimulation sites with the steep MPI, whereas the

down-pointing triangles indicate data measured at the stimulation sites with the shallow MPI.
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of the masking functions measured at 900 pps and the MPI

slopes (Fig. 4). That is, a wider spread of neural excitation at

a high rate predicted steeper MPI slopes. A spread of neural

excitation can occur under two circumstances: distant stimu-

lation or substantial nerve loss. With substantial nerve loss,

higher current levels are required to achieve the desired

loudness and this results in a greater spatial spread of activat-

ing currents. Distant stimulation produces a wide radiant of

current spread and this may similarly result in a spatial

spread of neural activation. In this study, the electrode-

neuron distances for the stimulation sites of interest were

estimated based on their electrode numbers using the aver-

aged electrode-modiolus distances reported by Long and col-

leagues (2014, 2015). Long and colleagues (2014, 2015)

have shown that the electrode-modiolus distance could vary

widely, from 0.1 to 1.8 mm in humans, and vary systemati-

cally as a function of tonotopic location in many CI24RE

(CA) users. The estimated distances in our subjects agreed

well with the slopes of the forward-masking functions,

suggesting that the broader masking patterns seen in this

sample were generally associated with further electrode

positions with respect to the modiolus. The stimulation sites

with broader excitation patterns and estimated with larger

electrode-modiolus distance were those that produced

steeper MPI slopes. Below we offer two possible explana-

tions that might account for this relationship.

First, we propose that the correlation between MPI and

spread of excitation is related to the fact that the field of

available neurons is larger at a site with a greater electrode-

modiolus distance than one that receives narrower stimula-

tion. The slope of the MPI function should correspond to the

increase of neural activity in the temporal integration win-

dow as the stimulus, at a fixed current level, is increased in

rate. A greater increase in neural activity with rate should

predict a larger threshold decrease. As the stimulation rate is

increased, neural excitability of single fibers will be limited

FIG. 5. Scatter plot of slopes of the MPI functions against the slopes of the

forward-masking functions. The slopes of the forward-masking function

were calculated as the normalized amount of forward-masking (function

divided by peak masking at 0 mm) per mm separation between the probe

and masker. Each data point represents one stimulation site (n¼ 24). The

dotted line shows the linear fit to the data. The correlation coefficient and

the p values are shown in the lower left corner of the panel.

FIG. 6. Scatter plot of the slopes of the forward-masking functions against

the estimated electrode-modiolus distances. Estimates of electrode-modiolus

distances are based on data from Long and colleagues (2014, 2015). The

stimulation sites with relatively shallow MPI slopes (open circles) or rela-

tively steep MPI slopes (asterisks) are indicated. Each data point is labeled

with the subject number.

FIG. 7. Scatter plots of the slopes of the

forward-masking functions against the

80-pps (left) and 640-pps (right) detec-

tion thresholds. Each data point repre-

sents one stimulation site (n¼ 24). The

dotted line shows the linear fit to the

data. The correlation coefficients and

the p values are shown in the upper left

corner of each panel.
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by refractoriness and various forms of adaptation, making it

unlikely for a single fiber to respond each time a pulse

occurs (e.g., Smith and Brachman, 1982; Eggermont, 1985;

Parkins, 1989; Javel and Shepherd, 2000; Javel and

Viemeister, 2000; Miller et al., 2011; McKay et al., 2013). It

is possible that the activated neurons at some stimulation

sites are more temporally responsive than others, due to dif-

ferences in the fibers’ recovery time constants or neural

health (Zhou et al., 1995), but it would be difficult to ratio-

nalize why neural health would be systematically better at

sites with greater electrode-neuron distance. If, however, the

fact that the electrode is distant from the neurons makes it

possible to activate a greater number of neurons as the stimu-

lation rate increases, then neural activity would increase in a

greater ratio with rate compared to a site where the field of

available neurons is small. This explanation is based on an

assumption that the number of neurons being activated

increases as the stimulation rate increases. It is possible that

the neurons in the center of the current field respond to low-

rate stimulation but as rate increases to a point where the

excitability of those neurons is reduced by refractoriness and

adaptation, neurons at the more periphery location of the cur-

rent field would respond to stimulation. The current data could

not be used to prove such an assumption because the spread

of neural excitation was only assessed at a high rate (i.e., 900

pps), thus it would only reveal a neural excitation pattern sim-

ilar to one detecting the 640 pps stimulus. If this assumption

is true, then at threshold, the total number of neural spikes

required to reach threshold could be achieved by recruiting a

large number of neurons and driving them at a low current

level producing an average low firing probability (low thresh-

old at high rate), or stimulating a small number of neurons at

a high current level producing a high firing probability (high

threshold at low rate). This proposed scenario is more likely

to occur at stimulation sites with large electrode-modiolus dis-

tance, where the current field is wide and excitation is more

likely to spread than one receiving narrow stimulation.

Indeed, shallow MPI slopes were observed at stimula-

tion sites estimated to have small electrode-to-modiolus dis-

tances. The sharp valleys in threshold versus place functions

at those sites observed in some subjects, i.e., S69R, S87L,

S99L, S99R (Fig. 1) suggest that stimulation produced by

the close-distance electrodes with monopolar stimulation

might be similar to that produced by focused stimulation. As

the stimulation rate increases, the small population of neu-

rons at the more focused stimulation sites must increase their

spiking rate to achieve a lowered threshold level, assuming

not enough additional neurons could be recruited. Post-

stimulus time histograms measured from single auditory

fibers suggest that at a low physical current level, activity of

single fibers essentially remains the same despite an increase

of stimulation rate from 200 to 1000 pps (Heffer et al.,
2010). At a relatively high physical current level, an increase

in stimulation rate increases the fibers’ discharge rate at the

stimulus onset but response quickly adapts over the course

of the stimulus (Heffer et al., 2010). The single-fiber physi-

ology data suggest that zero MPI slopes are also possible, if

the rate increase is not accompanied by spread of excitation.

There was only one case, i.e., S93L, electrode 14, where a

steep MPI slope did not require a broad neural excitation.

The neural density local to the stimulation site was perhaps

exceptionally high, although this was not commonly

observed at least in the current data set. There were also two

basal stimulation sites (S60R/E1; S81L/E1, Fig. 2) that

showed broad masking patterns but produced shallow MPI

slopes. It is possible that these electrodes, located at regions

where neural degeneration usually first occurs with hearing

loss, stimulated a sizable area with poor nerve survival.

Therefore the broad masking patterns observed at these sites

indicate that the active neurons were spatially spread out,

but does not necessarily suggest the number of the activated

neurons was large. In summary, the above proposed explana-

tion assumes that a steep threshold decrease with increasing

stimulation rate would only occur if the field of available

neurons is large enough to produce increased neural activity

with the increase of stimulation rate.

An alternative explanation is that, assuming invariant

spread of excitation with rate, the steepness of the MPI slope

is related to the slope of the composite neural I/O function at

the stimulation site. A steep I/O function would predict a shal-

low MPI slope, because, to maintain threshold, a smaller cur-

rent reduction would be needed to compensate for an increase

in stimulation rate if neural excitation grows steeply with cur-

rent level. One likely example is S60R/E1. In addition to a

small MPI slope in that example, the absolute thresholds were

also high. It is possible that the high threshold current activated

the more densely packed neurons in the internal auditory mea-

tus or auditory fibers with steep I/O functions, such that neural

excitation increased steeply with current change. This would

predict a shallow MPI slope, but would not necessarily suggest

that a small number of neurons were able to be recruited.

C. Relationship between detection thresholds
and spread of neural excitation

At the stimulation sites estimated to contrast in

electrode-modiolus distances, the absolute detection thresh-

olds were also often indicative of spatial selectivity at the

respective sites, with higher thresholds predicting shallow-

sloped forward-masking patterns. However, this relationship

only held true for thresholds at 80 pps (Fig. 5). For S60R set2

and S93L, the two stimulation sites had comparable low-rate

thresholds (Fig. 1), and comparable masking function slopes

(Fig. 3), but very different high-rate thresholds. In some

extreme cases, e.g., S89L set2, S69R, S69R set2, and S88L,

the 640-pps threshold was lower for the stimulation site with

a considerably broader spread of excitation than that with a

narrower spread of excitation. These results were consistent

with the inverse relationship between the rate of threshold

decrease with stimulation rate (MPI) and spread of excitation

observed in the present study. That is, because threshold

decreased much more steeply with rate by broad stimulation,

low thresholds for high-rate stimulus might sometimes indi-

cate poor spatial selectivity of neural excitation.

D. Implication for speech recognition

The results of the present study showed a trading rela-

tionship between spread of excitation and MPI in the human
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subjects. With focused stimulation, while tuning may be

sharp, neural representation of the spectral patterns produced

by the high-rate stimuli might not be accurate. This might

explain why there has not been consistent evidence indicat-

ing that focused stimulation is better than monopolar stimu-

lation for speech recognition, using carrier frequencies close

to those tested here, i.e., 640 pps (e.g., Pfingst et al., 2001;

Srinivasan et al., 2013). It should be noted however that

pulse rate discrimination at supra-threshold levels such as

those used for speech recognition is not necessarily governed

by the same mechanisms as threshold change as a function

of pulse rate.

Results from Zhou and Pfingst (2014) showed that the

ear differences in MPI slopes predicted ear differences in

speech recognition, with steep MPI predicting better speech

recognition performance. The current results suggest that

steep MPI slopes were associated with broad neural excitation

at a stimulation rate close to that used in the clinical maps. It

should be noted that when taking the ear differences in the

MPI and speech recognition measures, the effects of subject-

specific variables such as cognition were removed and only

the ear-specific variables remained. If we assume that the

electrode-neuron distance versus place pattern is an ear-

specific variable, then the ear with a steeper average MPI

slope would be the ear with poor spatial selectivity of neural

excitation. If spatial selectivity of neural excitation is impor-

tant for speech recognition (Won et al., 2007), then steeper

MPI slopes might predict worse speech recognition in that

ear, which was not the case. It is possible that the poor spatial

selectivity of neuron excitation in the ear with steep MPI

slopes traded for more activated neurons per channel, which

might have helped coding the more temporally dynamic

speech cues such as those for place of articulation of conso-

nants. This interpretation is consistent with the results show-

ing a strong correlation between MPI and perception of place

of articulation. Assuming that the electrode-neuron distance

versus place pattern is a subject variable, that is, if the inser-

tion patterns of the electrode array are similar between the

two ears in the same subject, then the ear differences in the

MPI slopes should only reflect the ear differences in neural

survival with steep slopes predicting better neural survival.

This is consistent with the findings that the ear differences in

the MPI slopes were able to predict those in speech recogni-

tion in noise in general and consonant recognition, but it can-

not explain why they failed to predict vowel recognition. The

relationship between MPI and speech recognition warrants

further investigation.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, MPI slopes are dependent on having a

sufficient number of auditory fibers representing the high-

rate stimulus. In the current data set, steep MPI slopes were

observed frequently at stimulation sites with a broad spread

of excitation but rarely at sites with a narrow spread. The

data suggest that in humans without residual acoustic hear-

ing and a partially depleted neural population, accurate neu-

ral representation of high rate stimuli relies on stimulating

relatively broad regions in the cochlea.
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